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New Products 
Elettromagnetic actuation 
for long-lived mini valves 
BAIZERS Instruments has TheEV1005hasacycle 
released two electromag- life of over 1.5 miIlion op 
netically actuated mini erations before mainte- 
valves. Applications for name is required, the 
the products include fast company claims, together 
cycling, small volume vat- with high leak tightness, 
uum systems and fast low degas rate and high 
switching of gas streams differential pressure in 
during gas analysis, such both directions. 
as in gas manifolds. Specifications for the 
The angle ‘IX1 005’and DVl 005 Mini valve in- 
in-line ‘DVl 005’ Mini elude a cycle life of more 
valves feature very long than 2 million, a very high 
cycle times before main- switching frequency of 
tenance is needed as well 300 cycles per minute 
as fast switching speeds, and a low power require- 
Pfeiffer says. Both ment of 23 W. 
valves are supplied for pfeiffer Vacuum, tel: +44- 
24 V DC operation as 1908-373333; fax: +44- 
standard. 1908-377776. 
I 
available from PfMfer Vacuum. 
3alzers Instruments electromagnetically actuated mini valves 
Sauge for semiconductor 
Jacuum processes 
‘FEIFFER Vacuum Tech- 
tologies has added the 
lMR 260’ process ion 
gauge for vacuum deposi- 
ion processes to its 
ktlzers Instruments range 
if compact gauges. 
The company says the 
mit combines hot cath- 
)de ionization and Pirani 
gauges in one housing, 
vith a measuring range 
)f 10e6 to 1000 mbar. The 
Qnal from the Pirani 
gauge acts as an on/off 
witch to the electronics 
:ontrolRng the hot fila- 
nent, virtually eliminat- 
ng fnament burnout, 
:laims Pfelffer. 
According to Pfeiffer, 
the IMR 260 has excel- 
lent reproducibility of 
*2% over the range of 1O-5 
to 0.1 mbar, important for 
sputtering and reactive 
evaporation processes. 
The gauge integrates 
electronics into the gauge 
head, which the company 
says makes it ideal for use 
in any computer-contmlled 
vacuum system and elimi- 
nates the need for a sepa- 
rate gauge controller. - 
Brian Cox, Pfeiffer; 
tel: + l-603-578-6500; 
fax: + 1.603-578-6550; 
URLz www.pfeiffer- 
vacuum. corn. 
Compact process ion gauge for semiconductor vacuum processes. 
Multichannel detection 
for electron energy 
analysis 
VG Microtech has re- 
leased the ‘CLAM4’, a 
150 mm hemispherical 
electron energy analyser 
with a nine channeltron 
detection system. 
The company says the 
multichannel detector 
gives the CLAM4 excel- 
lent sensitivity for XPS, 
AES, UPS and ISS, in both 
high transmission and 
fine resolution applica- 
tions. A* count rate of 
>740 000 cps at 0.826 eV 
is cited for XPS. 
CLAM4 is fitted with a 
high-transmission lens 
which has a slim nose 
profile and operates at 
long working distances 
(typically 39 mm), which 
VG Microtech says allows 
easy access to the multi- 
ple sources used in muhi- 
technique applications. 
John Cavell, 
VG Microtech; 
tek + 44-1825-746227; 
fax: + 44-1825-768343; 
e-mail: jcavell@vgmi- 
crotech.com. 
CLAM4 hemispherical electron energy a. 
tron detection system. 
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